No. F128—Eight-foot 17-tooth Springtooth Harrow ready for Attachment to Tractor

No. F128 Mounted on Tractor in Transport Position

The No. F126 and No. F128 round bar springtooth harrow are designed especially for use with the new Ford Tractor. The yoke for attaching to the tractor is mounted directly on the round tooth bars, which bars are made of high carbon steel tubing.

These harrows are equipped with heat treated spring steel shanks, 1-3/4" wide, with a thickness of 5/16". Shanks are regularly equipped with 1/4x2x9" double end steels and, when so equipped, have a clearance of 10½" from the point to underneath the tooth bar. Shanks may also be equipped with alfalfa steels or 6" cultivator sweeps. 3/4x1¾ furrower shanks are available for attaching furrower shovels.

If it is desired to offset this harrow to get under low hanging branches, it may be offset to the right one foot from the center. When lifted, the harrow has good ground clearance for dropping off trash. One-foot extensions are available in pairs and described on the back of this sheet.

The extreme strength of the Towner round bar springtooth harrow, combined with its light weight, makes it the ideal springtooth for use behind the Ford tractor, to perform the various orchard and open field operations.
Towner Springtooth

INSTALLATION OF ONE-FOOT TWO-TOOTH EXTENSION:
Shown at left is one side of the springtooth harrow with a two-tooth one-foot extension beside it. The primary use of this extension is where varying crop or tree row widths exist.

Shown at right is end guard taken from springtooth harrow and installed on two-tooth one-foot extension. A pair of these extensions converts, for example, a 6-ft. harrow to 8-ft. cut.

Shown at left is two-tooth one-foot extension attached to springtooth harrow. The extensions may be installed on either end of the harrow, but should be ordered in pairs, to secure a balanced pull on the harrow.

SIZE LIST
5/16"x1¼ shanks
3/4"x2"x9" steels*
F126 Two-bar six-foot cut with 13 teeth. Approximate weight 185 lbs.
F128 Two bar eight foot cut with 17 teeth. Approximate wgt. 235 lbs.
F127P Pair of one-foot extensions complete with two shanks and steels each, approximate weight 25 lbs. each.
*Also available with 3/4"x1¾" shanks on special order at slight additional cost.

No. F128 at Work in Trashy Ground